
SUMMARY

SKILLS

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

LJ LESLY JEANBAPTISTE
lesly1967@yahoo.com / H: 407-558-4445
618 flagler dr, Orlando, FL

Hardworking [Job Title] with excellent materials handling, storage management and shipment preparation skills.
Experienced in picking orders, assembling pallets and preparing containers. Complete accurate inventory counts and
update records to maintain current warehouse data.
Punctual [Area of expertise] team member bringing more than [Number] years of experience. Seeking new position
focused on maximizing efficiency and inventory accuracy in [Type] environment. Diligent in updating records, inspecting
shipments and resolving discrepancies. Knowledgeable of rotating stock to minimize spoilage and obsolescence.

Able to lift and carry [Number] lbs.
Math

Warehouse Operations
Facilities maintenance

03/2018 - 11/2018Shuttle Bus Driver  / Westgate Resorts and Central Florida Investments - Orlando, FL

Assisted disabled passengers in boarding and exiting bus.
Transported passengers on predetermined routes while following local traffic regulations.
Performed all duties with personable communication and professionalism including bus operation and passenger
interaction.

02/2013 - 03/2018Shuttle Bus Driver  / National Express Transit Corporation - orlanlo, FL

Provided onsite training.
Delivered an exceptional level of service to each customer by listening to concerns and answering questions.

02/2010 - 01/2013Security Guard  / Holiday Inn Club Vacations - orlando, FL

Monitored and authorized entrance and departure of employees, visitors and other persons.
Monitored access control systems, including CCTV systems for nefarious activities such as theft and [Type].
Patrolled [Type] facility every [Timeframe] to look for suspicious activities.

03/1995 - 04/2006Warehouse Worker  / Stel-con rinker - Orlando, FL

Factored in issues such as ease of access and specific product requirements when designing, optimizing and
managing storage systems.
Loaded perishable and non-perishable items into trucks according to planned delivery schedules.
Palletized products for storage and shipping, taking care to organize boxes correctly and balance weights.

1988Etzer villaire - haiti
High School Diploma
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Move
Professional Summary Rename


                        Safety-oriented [Job Title] knowledgeable about proper handling of heavy machinery, including pallet jacks, cherry pickers and forklifts. Works well independently and as part of team. [Job Title] successful at streamlining warehouse procedures and operations. Specialist in RF and WMS systems and Certified Fall Protection Trainer since [Year]. Dependable [Job Title] versed in warehouse operations and logistics. Possessing exceptional organizational skills and attention to detail. Willing to go extra mile to meet tight deadlines and reach company goals. Experienced [Job Title] with over [Number] years of experience in [Industry]. Excellent reputation for resolving problems, improving customer satisfaction, and driving overall operational improvements. Consistently saved costs while increasing profits. Proficient and hardworking Transportation professional well-versed in area attractions and available amenities. Adept at accurately logging fuel costs and diligently reporting incidents. Current [State] license with a clean driving record.



                    
 




 


Move
Work History Rename



                        
                            
                                Westgate Resorts - 
                                Shuttle Driver
                            
                            
                                ORLANDO, 
                                United States
                            
                            
                                03/2018 - 11/2018
                            
                            		Finalized daily logs on schedule to update internal records and uphold DOT requirements.

		Operated with safety and skill to avoid accidents and delays.

		Maintained clean and neat shuttle for passenger comfort.

		Provided information about area attractions and facility amenities.




                        

                    
 




                        
                            
                                National Express Transit Corporation - 
                                Shuttle Driver
                            
                            
                                ORLANDO, 
                                United States
                            
                            
                                02/2013 - 03/2018
                            
                            		Maintained telephone and radio contact with supervisor to receive delivery instructions.

		Developed and nurtured lasting customer relationships by projecting professional corporate image and responding quickly to issues.

		Loaded and unloaded vehicles and secured items for long road trips by using [Type] and [Type] equipment.

		Reported driving hours and [Type] data into shift logs for submission to [Job title], maintaining high level of accuracy and detail.




                        

                    
 




                        
                            
                                Shingle Creek Golf Club - 
                                Security Officer
                            
                            
                                ORLANDO, 
                                United States
                            
                            
                                03/2006 - 11/2008
                            
                            		Collaborated with area law enforcement professional to organize safe apprehensions and coordinate investigations.

		Protected facility and property guests by regularly circulating premises and monitoring surveillance feeds.

		Protected facility and property guests by regularly circulating premises and monitoring surveillance feeds.

		Inspected suspicious activities and monitored premises for criminal acts and rule infractions.

		Reported suspicious activities and persons to law enforcement.

		Monitored and authorized entrance and departure of [Number] employees and visitors daily.




                        

                    
 




                        
                            
                                STEL-CON RINKER - 
                                Warehouse Associate
                            
                            
                                ORLANDO, 
                                United States
                            
                            
                                03/1995 - 04/2006
                            
                            		Completed daily cycle counts and quarterly inventories and resolved variances to maintain data accuracy.

		Kept warehouse clean and organized to maximize team efficiency and productivity.

		Readied product pallets for optimal storage and shipment, carefully organizing boxes and balancing weight.

		Prepared orders for shipment by systematically picking, packing and labeling merchandise.

		Labeled and accurately moved customer orders to meet shipment timetables and minimize errors.

		Verified quantity and description of materials received by checking merchandise against packing list.

		Evaluated supplies and product inventory to check for quality and quantity issues and returned unacceptable materials to vendors to obtain replacements or refunds.

		Drove vehicles to deliver products and picked-up rejected or defective materials for return.




                        

                    
 




                        
                            
                                DOUBLE TREE HOTEL - 
                                Housekeeper
                            
                            
                                ORLANDO, 
                                United States
                            
                            
                                02/1992 - 03/1995
                            
                            		Cleaned elevators, glass and planters in public areas such as lobby, pool and public restrooms.

		Accepted accountability for all assigned building keys, master keys and access cards.

		Moved chairs, desks and beds around rooms to clean behind and underneath furniture.

		Engaged with guests in positive and professional manner to promote satisfaction.

		Operated power equipment tools such as backpack vacuums for up to [Number] hours per shift.

		Quickly responded to requests from patrons for linens and [Type] items, which boosted satisfaction rates by [Number]% on company scorecards.

		Trained new [Job title]s on all departmental procedures and provided assistance in finding necessary [Type] items and cleaning supplies.




                        

                    
 





 





                        
                            
                                lesly1967@yahoo.com
                            
                            
                                (407) 558-4445
                            
                            
                            
                                618 Flagler DR, 
                                ORLANDO, 
                                Florida
                                32809
                            
                        

                    
 




 


Move
Skills Rename


                        
                            		Hotel procedures

		Airport operations

		Clean driving record

		GPS applications

		Route planning

		Preventive maintenance




                            		Customer relations skills

		Guest relations

		Flatbed truck expertise

		Certified pallet jack operator

		Current Forklift Certification




                        

                    
 




 


Move
Education Rename


                        
                            
                            
                                English Language Center
                            
                            
                                Edmond, 
                                OK
                            
                            
                                High School Diploma
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